[3] and we apply this result to classical differential inequalities as well as to get existence and uniqueness theorems for the terminal value problem for ordinary differential equations.
Hallam in [3] points out that a comparison principle on terminal values for ordinary differential inequalities stated by Mamedov [8] has wrong proof and, in establishing a weaker form of it, raises the problem of proving Mamedov's theorem in full generality. The aim of this paper is to answer affirmatively this question. The comparison theorem proved here is exactly the analogue for terminal values of the classical comparison theorem for initial values and therefore it is even more general than Mamedov's statement.
This result is applied to improve some well-known propositions on differential inequalities for initial values as well as to prove some uniqueness and existence theorems for the terminal value problem for ordinary differential equations. In particular, an analogue of the Peano-Kneser theorem is proved: the set of solutions of terminal value problems is connected under conditions like those of Brauer [1] and Ladasand Lakshmikantham [6] .
The author is grateful to T. G. Hallam for some useful comments on the preprint.
1. The general terminal comparison theorem. For b = +°° Theorem 1 below solves the problem explained in the introduction of the paper, while for b < +°° Theorem 1 improves Proposition A of Cafiero [2, p. 146] since no kind of boundedness is assumed on co and the domain of cu is more general. The proof u' = U5(t, u), lim w(f) = "",, ttb for arbitrary ¡<"eR,u being a suitable deformation of co, a fact which has no guarantee in general since the continuity does not imply existence as shown by the example co(f, u) = -e* • u for u >0 and ü(t, u) = 0foiu<Q,uM = l. Note that Theorem 1 is the exact analogue for terminal values of the classical comparison theorem for initial values: only the continuity is assumed on co, any hypothesis on uniqueness and existence in the large for the Cauchy problem is completely avoided, the domain of co is not , if x' = cj(t, x) has uniqueness of the Cauchy problem. But since we do not have such a uniqueness, we will get the desired result by combining some ideas involved in the proof of the mentioned convergence theorem with the connectedness of the set of solutions of a Cauchy problem. Then we will extend conveniently w to the right of t0 by using locally a differential inequalities technique. To achieve this goal, we need the strict inequality D*v > cj(í, v) instead of D*v > co(t, v). Therefore cj will be deformed in a suitable con with lim" co" = co. We note also we shall use repeatedly the observation that if a solution x touches u for a time t, then x < u in [a, t] -as it will be deduced from the maximality of u.
The first step to get a contradiction against v(t0) > u(t0), is to prove the following statement: for t>a +5, would be a solution of our terminal value problem, and so we would have yx < u, which yields the contradiction uM < u. By the Peano-Kneser theorem, the values at a + 5 of all solutions of (3) form a connected set, hence an interval. Therefore, because uM(a + 5) > u(a + 5), there is a sequence (xn)n of solutions of (3) Obviously xn is a solution of (3) such that xn > u. Therefore with x* = xn or x" the condition for a + 8 E A is satisfied. Thus a + 8EA. Define a = sup A and argue to show a EA and a = t0. Let GIOVANNI V1DOSSICH
f2 G ] a -ô, a] Ci A and let (x")" be the sequence associated to f2 by the condition f2 EA. There is an tî0 such that xn(t2) G ]u(t2), u(t2) + e[ for n > n0. Repeating the argument used to prove (2), we have that each xn can be extended in / = [f2, f2 + S] n [a, t0] as a solution of jc' = g(t, x), which we shall still denote by xn, and which satisfies there u<xn <m2 + 2e. Let ß be any point of [f2, sup/]. By Ascoli's theorem, there is a subsequence (x"k)k of (*")" converging uniformly in [a, ß] to a solution 3c of x' = g(t, x). The following two cases can occur: Case I. x(ß) = u(ß). Then with (x"k)k the condition for ß E A is satisfied. Case II. x(ß) > u(ß). Then there is a sequence (y" 0)n in ] "03), 3c(j3)[ converging to u(ß). Let >>" be a solution of the Cauchy problem y'n=^,yn), y"(ß)=ynfi> and let /" C [a, ß] its maximal interval of existence at the left of ß (hence, we should have spoken of the terminal value problem). Once more, we distinguish two cases: Subcase 1. There exists T70 such that y" > u in /" for all 77 > n0. If there is nx > n0 such that yn < 3c in /" for all n>nx, then every yn, n > nx, is bounded where it exists and moreover yn(In) Ç V: therefore well-known facts imply that /" = [a, ß]. If such an tîj does not exist, then there is «fc -> °°s uch that y"k touches x in some point: let %k = sup{f G Ink\y"k(t) = x(t)}. We have «n(i. v(t)) < u(t, v(t)) and u'(t) = w"(r, «(/)) (r0 < t < y).
We claim In order to prove the equality /" = an, assume tn <an. Then by continuity we have wn(tn) = v(tn) and consequently "«0». wn(fn)) = w«^«-ü(í")) < w(/", u(/")). u"(t, wn(t)) < (4t, v(t)) (t E In)
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GIOVANNI VIDOSSICH and hence (6) w"(f) -wn(s) = jjc^fc, wn(%))di, < Çu(t 17(1))di (s,tEIn;s< t).
If condition (i) of the hypothesis holds, we take /" so small that t> is absolutely continuous on /". Then v(t) -v(s) = /£i/(£) d% for s, t EIn and so from (6) and v' > co(f, v) we get wn(tn) -wn(tn -8") < v(t") -v(tn -8"), which implies wn(tn -5") > i>(f" -ô"), a contradiction. If (ii) holds, put Vn(t) = v(tn-8n)+Ç ««,»#))<** (tEIn).
From (6) we have wn(t)<Vn(t) (fG/"). If sn <an, then by continuity u(sn) = wn(sn) and so (wn(t) for t0<t<sn, at an as a solution of x' = con(t, x). We claim u(an) = wn(an). If u(an) < wn(an), then wn(an) is an interior point of/ since / is a right-open interval. Therefore Peano's existence theorem is applicable to the Cauchy problem x' = w"(f, x), x(an) = wn(an), and we contradict the maximality of Mn. Therefore u(an) = wn(a"). Then we define the function vn as in (7), which is possible since sn = an in the present assumptions, and so (5) holds for un = vn. In conclusion, (5) is true. Now, let (ßk)k be a sequence in [i0, y[ converging to 7. By (5), (un\ |f ß ])" is an equicontinuous and equibounded sequence for all k. Therefore by Ascoli's theorem there is a subsequence (uk x n)n of (un)n converging uniformly on [r0, ßx] such that kx " < kln+x for all n, there is a subsequence ("*2,n\ of ("*i ,")* converging uniformly on [/", j32] such that k2n <k2n + x for all n, and so on for / = 3,. . ., °°. Then (ukf¡ n)n is a subsequence of («")" converging uniformly on compact intervals of [f0, 7 [ to a function w0. By this and lim" co" = co uniformly on bounded subsets of [a, b[ x I, it is easy to deduce from Riemann's convergence theorem and from ukn "(0 = w(/0) +/f (""(s. uknJ-s)) ±u(s> "*","(')))*» that w0(0 = iv(r0) + f co(s, w0(s))c/s (r0 < t < ^) for all 1 G Z+. Therefore w0 = co(/, w0) in [r0, 7[. From (5) and (4) x' = f(t, x), lim x(t) = Je», ttb has at most one weak solution which is bounded on compact sets.
Recall that weak solution of x' = f(t, x) means a function x: [a, b[ -*■ X such that for every f we have dh(xit))ldt = h(f(t, x(t))) (h G X*).
Of course, when X = R" the weak solutions coincide with the strong solutions (since then h runs in particular in the set of canonical projections R" -> R).
Moreover, recall that (*,•)_ denotes the generalized inner product on a Banach space X: (x,y)_= inf {h(x)\hEJ(y)} where /: X -* 2X* is the duality map:
J(x) = {hEX*\ \\h\\ = llxll. h(x) = IWI2}.
When X is a Hubert space, like R" for example, then (•,*)_ coincides with the inner product.
Proof of Theorem 4. Let x, y be two weak solutions, bounded on compact sets, of our terminal value problem. Put z = x -y. Since / is bounded on bounded sets, ||z( • )|| is Lipschitz, hence absolutely continuous, on compact intervals^1) Therefore by Kato [5, Lemma 1.31, the function v(t) = \\z(t)\\2 satisfies a.e. the condition v'(t) = 2(f(t, x(t)) -f(t, y(t)), x(t) -y(t))_ > 2co(i, ||2(0ll)llz(0ll -2<4t, yfiWïT. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use has at most one solution for every uM E R.
Proof. Since (cj(f, u) -u(t, v))(u -v) > 0 and the inner product of R coincides with the ordinary product, we have only to apply Theorem 4 with / = w and with the new co = 0. Q.ED. 4 . Applications to the existence of solutions of terminal value problems for ordinary differential equations. The aim of this section is to deduce from Theorem 1 some existence theorems for terminal value problems. We are interested also in showing that the set of solutions is connected. To this aim we shall define the analogue for terminal values of the well-known Tonnelli approximants for the initial value problem. ffoo Let F be the closed ball in X of center 0 and radius e. Using he it is easily seen that Tm(B) is an equicontinuous set, included at +°°. Therefore, by Ascoli's theorem applied to X, Tm(B) is a relatively compact set in X for all 777. Obviously
Tm is continuous and hence Tm\B is a compact operator F -* X for all m. Using he it is easily seen that limm Tm = T uniformly in F. Therefore also T\B is a compact operator B -*■ X. Obviously the solutions jc of the terminal value problem x' = f(t, x), lim x(t) = x", (1) fiare characterized by the condition jc = Tx, i.e. the set of solutions of (1) Since limit"«(0 = Hx^M + 1, there is f0 > a such that
Let ae E [a, +«>[ be such that fîh£ < e/2. By (1), Theorem 5 of Brauer [1] ensures that each terminal value problem (2) x' = f(t, x), lim x(t) = x«,, ffoo (3) y'=fe(t,y), Um y(t) = x", ftoo
